J. L. FLETCHER GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP

1982  James Michael Yeager  1983  Connie Deanne Smilley
1984  Cheri Buchanan  1985  Virginia K. Johnson
1986  Jeremiah J. MacLaren  1987  Melissa Tucker
1988  Lydia Bush  1989  Gregory Finney
1990  Katherine Troup  1991  Kelly Skelton
1992  J. Scott Jordan  1993  Not Awarded
1994  Thomas Stinson  1995  Lemuel Daubenspeck
1996  Tracy Spaeth  1997  Jessica Waltman
1998  Robert Comer  1999  Spence Dowlen
2000  Angela D. Cathey  2001  Gary W. Gerald, II
2002  Sarah Collins  2003  Jeremy Dahmen
2004  Daniel Lawrence  2005  Christina Nelson
2006  Jon Paul Johnson  2007  Laura Wanamaker
2008  Lacy Danikas  2009  Joshua Youssef
2010  Michael Anderson  2013  Archana Krishnamoorthy
2014  Sarah Kirkpatrick  2015  Sade Dunn
2016  Zach Grimes  2017  Mary Catherine Skolfield
2018  Jamila Tucker  2019